BUBBLE PLAN: SHORT

BUBBLE PLAN: MEDIUM

BUBBLE PLAN: TALL

Eye Level approx. 4’-2”

Eye Level approx.5’-0”

Eye Level approx.5’-10”

TERRAHEDRA is a visual garden that reveals the order underlying the ‘chaos’ of nature, and asks

visitors to slow down and examine each other and their surroundings. The unnerving experience of
isolation that most humans have now shared also allowed for a period of reflection and attention. This
installation uses a ‘bubble’ geometry similar to that found in nature to create singular perspectives of the
environment, giving visitors the opportunity to turn their attention both outward and inward in order to
better perceive their relative position.
Approximately fifty truncated octohedra, which stack to fill space, are constructed out of steel and
plexiglass, then fixed to each other and a steel frame. The undulating overhead landscape within the
structure has openings at varying heights to allow visitors to position their heads within one plexiglass
“bubble”. The angled translucent, reflective, and colored surfaces creates a personal kaleidoscopic
experience of the piece and its setting, encouraging connection even as viewers are physically separated.
While TERRAHEDRA engages attention and imagination regardless of its location, it will be most
eﬀective installed in a forested space.
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MATERIAL LIST
(8) SHEETS 48” X 96” ACRYLIC
–3 CLEAR
–2 TWO-WAY MIRROR
–1 IRIDESCENT
–1 PINK
–1 LIGHT SMOKE
(180) 3/4” X 10’ 1/8” STEEL BAR
(600) 2” ACRYLIC CLIPS
(600) BENT-STEEL BRACKETS
FASTENERS
(6) 4” X 4” X 10’ TUBE STEEL
(1) 5” X 5” X 12” TUBE STEEL
CONCRETE

TERRAHEDRA

PERSPECTIVE

